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Even if a total derivative, the famous CP-violating QCD term  
✓QCD

32⇡2 tr(Gµ⌫G̃µ⌫)
has physical effects and breaks CP in strong interactions 
  
                       The strong CP problem 
 
Best solution: axion     ,  a pseudo-goldstone boson of a global 
Peccei-Quinn symmetry, which couples to gluons via anomalies  
 
                                                           such that  

a
fa
tr(Gµ⌫G̃µ⌫)

a

✓QCD ! ✓eff = ✓QCD + 32⇡2hai
fa

= 0
Good Dark Matter candidate (talk M. Hertzberg) 
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1) Flavorful axions: phenomenology 

2

are present already at tree level. This is the case,
for instance, in generalized DFSZ-type models with
generation dependent PQ charges [39–43], which can
also allow to suppress the axion couplings to nucle-
ons [44–46]. Particularly motivated scenarios, which
lead to flavor violating axion couplings at tree level,
arise when the PQ symmetry is part of a flavor
group that shapes the structure of the yukawa sec-
tor [31, 47]. The PQ symmetry could enforce texture
zeros in the Yukawa matrices [48–50], or be respon-
sible for their hierarchical structure à la Froggatt-
Nielsen (FN) [51]. While in the simplest scenario
PQ and FN symmetries are identified [52–54], PQ
could also be a subgroup of a larger flavor symmetry,
see e.g. Refs. [55–61]. Finally, flavored PQ symme-
tries can arise also in the context of Minimal Fla-
vor Violation [62, 63] or as accidental symmetries in
models with gauged flavor symmetries [64–67].
In our analysis we remain, for the most part, ag-

nostic about the origin of the flavor and chiral struc-
ture of axion couplings to SM fermions, and sim-
ply treat axion couplings to fermions as independent
parameters in an e↵ective Lagrangain. For related
studies of axion-like particles with flavor violating
couplings, see [68–70] (for loop induced transitions
see [71–78]). We restrict the analysis to the case of
the (practically) massless QCD axion, but our re-
sults can be repurposed for any other light scalar or
pseudoscalar with flavor violating couplings to the
SM fermions, as long as the mass of the (pseudo-
)scalar is much smaller than the typical energy re-
lease in the flavor transition.
The paper is structured as follows. In Section II

we introduce our notation for the axion couplings
to fermions and comment on their flavor structure.
In Section III we derive the bounds on these cou-
plings from two-body and three-body meson decays,
from baryon decays and from baryon transitions in
supernovae. Section IV contains bounds from mix-
ing of neutral mesons, Section V reviews bounds on
flavor-diagonal couplings, and Section VI discusses
axion couplings involving the top quark. Finally,
in Section VII we present the results and experi-
mental projections. Details about renormalization
of e↵ective axion couplings, experimental recasts of
two-body meson decays and hadronic inputs are de-
ferred to the Appendix.

II. AXION COUPLINGS TO FERMIONS

The Lagrangian describing the most general inter-
actions of the axion with the SM fermions is given
by 1 (see also Appendix A)

Laff =
@µa

2fa
f
i
�µ

�
cV
fifj

+ cA
fifj

�5
�
fj , (1)

1
Note that diagonal vector couplings are unphysical up to

electroweak anomaly terms, which are irrelevant for the

purpose of this paper.

where fa is the axion decay constant, cV,A
fifj

are her-
mitian matrices in flavor space, and the sum over
repeated generational indices, i, j = 1, 2, 3, is im-
plied. For future convenience we define e↵ective de-
cay constants as

FV,A

fifj
⌘

2fa

cV,A
fifj

. (2)

In general FV,A

fifj
, i 6= j, are complex, with

�
FV,A

fifj

�⇤
=

FV,A

fjfi
. Throughout the paper we take a to be the

QCD axion, so that its mass is inversely propor-
tional to fa [79],

ma = 5.691(51)µeV

✓
1012 GeV

fa

◆
. (3)

For the “invisible” axion the decay constant is fa �

106 GeV [80], in which case the axion is much lighter
than an eV and essentially decoupled from the SM.
We will always be working in this limit, so that in
the flavor transitions the axion can be taken as mass-
less for all practical purposes.

In this mass range the axion has a lifetime that
is larger than the age of the universe, and there-
fore is a suitable DM candidate. If the PQ symme-
try is broken before inflation, axions are produced
near the QCD phase transition and yield the ob-
served DM abundance for axion decay constants of
the order fa ⇠ (1011 ÷ 1013)GeV [13–15], assum-
ing natural values of the misalignment angle. Other
production mechanisms, e.g., via parametric reso-
nance, allow for axion DM also for smaller decay
constants, down to fa ⇠ 108 GeV [81]. We will see
below that precision flavor experiments are able to
test this most interesting region of the QCD axion
parameter space.

The axion couplings to the SM fermions in the
mass basis, cV

fifj
and cA

fifj
, are related to the PQ

charge matrices in the flavor basis, Xf , through

cV,A
fifj

=
1

2N

⇣
V †
fR

XfRVfR ± V †
fL
XqLVfL

⌘

ij

, (4)

where N is the QCD anomaly coe�cient of the
PQ symmetry. The unitary rotations VfL,fR diag-
onalize the appropriate SM fermion yukawa matri-
ces, V †

fL
yfVfR = ydiag

f
, for the “up” and “down”

quark flavors, f = u, d. We focus on axion cou-
plings to quarks, and refer the reader to Ref. [82]
for present and future prospects for testing lepton
flavor violating axion couplings. O↵-diagonal cou-
plings arise whenever PQ charges, XqL , XfR , are not
diagonal in the same basis as the yukawa matrices,
yf . Their sizes depend on the misalignment between
the two bases, parametrized by the unitary rotations
VfL , VfR (taking XqL , XfR to be diagonal).

Very di↵erent flavor textures of cV,A
fifj

are possible.
Provided a suitable set of PQ charges and appropri-
ate flavor structures of the SM yukawa matrices, it
is possible for just a single o↵-diagonal coupling to
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For the “invisible” axion the decay constant is fa �

106 GeV [80], in which case the axion is much lighter
than an eV and essentially decoupled from the SM.
We will always be working in this limit, so that in
the flavor transitions the axion can be taken as mass-
less for all practical purposes.

In this mass range the axion has a lifetime that
is larger than the age of the universe, and there-
fore is a suitable DM candidate. If the PQ symme-
try is broken before inflation, axions are produced
near the QCD phase transition and yield the ob-
served DM abundance for axion decay constants of
the order fa ⇠ (1011 ÷ 1013)GeV [13–15], assum-
ing natural values of the misalignment angle. Other
production mechanisms, e.g., via parametric reso-
nance, allow for axion DM also for smaller decay
constants, down to fa ⇠ 108 GeV [81]. We will see
below that precision flavor experiments are able to
test this most interesting region of the QCD axion
parameter space.

The axion couplings to the SM fermions in the
mass basis, cV

fifj
and cA

fifj
, are related to the PQ

charge matrices in the flavor basis, Xf , through
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where N is the QCD anomaly coe�cient of the
PQ symmetry. The unitary rotations VfL,fR diag-
onalize the appropriate SM fermion yukawa matri-
ces, V †

fL
yfVfR = ydiag

f
, for the “up” and “down”

quark flavors, f = u, d. We focus on axion cou-
plings to quarks, and refer the reader to Ref. [82]
for present and future prospects for testing lepton
flavor violating axion couplings. O↵-diagonal cou-
plings arise whenever PQ charges, XqL , XfR , are not
diagonal in the same basis as the yukawa matrices,
yf . Their sizes depend on the misalignment between
the two bases, parametrized by the unitary rotations
VfL , VfR (taking XqL , XfR to be diagonal).

Very di↵erent flavor textures of cV,A
fifj

are possible.
Provided a suitable set of PQ charges and appropri-
ate flavor structures of the SM yukawa matrices, it
is possible for just a single o↵-diagonal coupling to

The axion couples to fermions via derivative couplings  

The vector and axial couplings can be non-diagonal in the 
quarks/leptons flavors. Define 

There are experimental constraints from flavor changing  
processes   
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Flavors Process FV
ij [GeV] FA

ij [GeV] Ref.

s ! d

K+
! ⇡+a 6.8⇥ 1011 – [85]

(2⇥ 1012) –
K+

! ⇡+⇡0a – 1.7⇥ 107 [104]
(7⇥ 108)

⇤ ! n a (decay) 6.9⇥ 106 5.0⇥ 106 [10]
(1⇥ 109) (8⇥ 108)

⇤ ! n a (SN) 7.4⇥ 109 † 5.4⇥ 109 †

⌃+
! pa 6.7⇥ 106 2.3⇥ 106 [10]

(7⇥ 108) (3⇥ 108)
⌅�

! ⌃�a 1.0⇥ 107 1.3⇥ 107 [10]
⌅0

! ⌃0a 1.6⇥ 107 2.0⇥ 107 [10]
(2⇥ 108) (3⇥ 108)

⌅0
! ⇤a 5.4⇥ 107 1.0⇥ 107 [10]

(9⇥ 108) (2⇥ 108)
K �K (�mK) 5.1⇥ 105 † 2.0⇥ 106 [10]

(✏K) 0.9⇥ 106 † 4.4⇥ 107 [133]

c ! u

D+
! ⇡+a 9.7⇥ 107 – [87]

(5⇥ 108) –
⇤c ! p a 1.4⇥ 105 1.2⇥ 105 [10]

(2⇥ 107) (2⇥ 107)
D �D (CP cons.) 2.4⇥ 106 † 4.6⇥ 106 † [10]

(CP viol.) 2.5⇥ 107 4.8⇥ 107 [143]
(8⇥ 107) (1⇥ 108) [142]

b ! s

B+,0
! K+,0a 3.3⇥ 108 – [89]

(3⇥ 109) –
B+,0

! K⇤+,0a – 1.3⇥ 108 [89]
– (1⇥ 109)

⇤b ! ⇤ a 2.1⇥ 106 1.4⇥ 106 [10]
Bs ! µ+µ�a – 2.2⇥ 105 [70]

(9⇥ 105)
Bs �Bs (MFV) 2.0⇥ 105 4.0⇥ 105

[133]
(gen.) 3.8⇥ 105 7.7⇥ 105

b ! d

B+
! ⇡+a 1.1⇥ 108 – [88]

(3⇥ 109) –
B+,0

! ⇢+,0a – (1⇥ 109)
⇤b ! n a 3.1⇥ 106 1.6⇥ 106 [10]

Bd ! µ+µ�a – 2.8⇥ 105 [70]
(1.2⇥ 106)

B �B (MFV) 1.1⇥ 106 2.0⇥ 106

[133]
(gen.) 1.3⇥ 106 2.3⇥ 106

t ! u K+
! ⇡+a (loop) 3⇥ 108 † 3⇥ 108 †

[85]
t ! c K+

! ⇡+a (loop) 7⇥ 108 † 7⇥ 108 †

TABLE III. 90% CL lower bounds on the scales of flavor-
violating axion couplings FV

ij and FA
ij (in GeV), with fu-

ture projections in parentheses. Bounds obtained from
data with large experimental or theoretical systematic
errors are marked with a † superscript. The most rele-
vant constraints in each sector are typeset in boldface.

using the flavor-changing processes discussed in the
previous sections. Some of the bounds are a✏icted
by large theoretical uncertainties which could in
principle change the quoted numerical values by
as much as an order of magnitude. The a↵ected
bounds are: (i) the bounds on FA,V

sd
from super-

nova cooling due to ⇤ ! na transition, where
the temperature of the PNS and the interpretation
of the SN 1987A neutrino events are two impor-
tant sources of potential systematic errors; (ii) the
meson-mixing bounds from �mD and from kaon

mixing on FV

ds
su↵er from poorly-known theoreti-

cal predictions; (iii) and bounds on top-axion cou-
plings rely on additional, model-dependent assump-
tions on the absence of cancellations with tree-level
contributions. In Tab. III all these bounds are
flagged by a “†” superscript. Future projections
for the bounds based on ongoing or future exper-
iments are given in Tab III inside parentheses and
will be discussed below. Furthermore, we recall that
all meson-mixing bounds are sensitive to additional
contributions from UV physics.

In Fig. 4 we summarize the most relevant bounds
for the di↵erent flavor sectors and types of couplings,
as well as the potential reach of ongoing and future
experiments. These are compared to the strongest
constraints on the diagonal axion couplings to elec-
trons (WD cooling), nucleons (SN 1987A) and pho-
tons (HB/CAST), which were discussed in Section
V. For the projected reach on the axion photon
coupling “F�(prosp.)” we quote the prospects for
IAXO [146, 147]. In Fig. 4 we do not show the
bounds from ADMX, since these depend heavily on
the assumed axion mass, but for particular axion
mass ranges can be much stronger than the bounds
from helioscopes.

A. Present bounds

The strongest bound on QCD axion couplings is
of the order of 1011�12 GeV and due to the strin-
gent constraints on FV

sd
from K+

! ⇡+a decays,
cf. Table III. This bound exceeds even the stellar
axion bounds, Fe,N & 109 GeV, which rely on the
diagonal couplings. If the flavor structure is not
completely generic, the vectorial sd � a couplings
could be suppressed and other probes can become
equally or more important (so clearly K+

! ⇡+a
should not be interpreted as the strongest constraint
on the QCD axion independently of the underlying
axion model). For instance, as discussed in Sec. II,
the sd�a couplings could be strongly suppressed by
suitable alignment of PQ-charge matrices and SM
Yukawas.

The axial-vector sd� a couplings can be accessed
from three-body kaon decay, K+

! ⇡+⇡0a, from
hyperon decays, and indirectly from K �K mixing,
resulting in lower bounds that are in the ⇠ O(106�7)
GeV range. In principle, the best bound on the ax-
ial sd� a coupling, FA

sd
& O(109) GeV, comes from

hyperon ⇤ ! na transitions in the SN 1987A su-
pernova. In fact, at face value this is the strongest
bound of all the axial-vector axion–quark couplings
in our analysis. However, as pointed out already
above, the supernova bounds should be used with
caution due to di�cult to estimate systematics. As
discussed below, quite impressively the projected
improvements on the ⇤ ! na decay branching ratio
reach at BESIII will start to compete with this su-
pernova bound, but using well-controlled transitions
measured in the lab.

The two-body decays of B mesons probe all the

Taken from Camalich et al, hep-ph/2002.04623  



   2) Flavorful axions: models  
    -   Froggatt-Nielsen models 

•    

• Standard Model gives no hint on the hierarchies of fermion 
masses and mixings (talks J. Ellis,S.King).   
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An old profilic idea (Froggatt-Nielsen, 79) :  
 flavor U(1), spontaneously broken  family  symmetry.  
 
 Fermions of different generations have different charges 
            
 
                                                              qi , uc

i , dci
Fields: 
Charges  

One needs charged « flavons »          breaking the symmetry. 
    

�
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LY uk = yuij(
�
M )�

qi+uj+h2
X� QiU c

i h2 + ydij(
�
M )�

qi+dj+h1
X� QiDc

ih1 + · · ·

Yukawas (except top/bottom masses) are generated via non-
renormalizable operators 

mu
ij = yuij ✏�

qi+uj+h2
X� v2 , md

ij = ydij ✏�
qi+dj+h1

X� v1

after symmetry breaking 

where 
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§  Origin of non-renormalizable operators ? 
 
-  String theory/supergravity 
                                 In this case 
 
- Mixing of light fermions with heavy fermions of mass    

M = MP

M ⇠ h�2i
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Often FN models imply                                  mixed anomalies. 
 
OK if              is  global. In this case, the model has an axion with 
flavor-dependent couplings to fermions : flavorful axion 
(Wilczek;Calibbi,Goertz,Redigolo,Ziegler,Zupan; Ema, Hamaguchi,Moroi,Nakayama)   
 
Stronger couplings to light quarks:  
 
 
Couplings to gauge fields similar 
to DFSZ models 
  

Global versus gauge symmetry :  

qi
V @ma q̄i�m qi

U(1)X

U(1)X ⇥G2
SM
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Quantum Gravity does not like global symmetries: typically 
broken by gravity and nonperturbative effects.  
 
If                 is gauged,  models with one spurion and heavy 
vector-like fermions generally incompatible with anomaly 
cancelation  
 
-  Stringy origin, Green-Schwarz mechanism 

-  Field theory, but heavy chiral fermions  
  

U(1)X
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Model with chiral heavy  fermions 

�Lmass = yi�2 i c
i

X2 6= 0 Heavy fermions vector-like wrt SM gauge 
group, but chiral wrt  U(1)X

Anomaly cancels between heavy and light fermions  

ASM
a +Aheavy

a = 0
(see also talk S. King)  
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Use one flavon        , second field for fixing heavy fermion  
masses   

with  

In total, one needs       pairs of  heavy fieldsnd
11
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The rest are singlets

Figure 1: Tree diagram generating the d-quark mass, when n
d

11 = 6 and nQ,1 = 4

The gray line indicates how it should be modified to generate a mixing to Q2 when n
d

21 = 4

differently, the number of heavy pairs of doublets and singlets are related by relations of
the type

nU,i = (n
u

ii − nQ,i)✓(n
u

ii − nQ,i) , nD,i = (n
d

ii − nQ,i)✓(n
d

ii − nQ,i) , (3.5)

as clearly depicted on Figure 1.
Those fields together with the MSSM fields form a renormalizable UV theory, with a

superpotential formed of (here only for the first generation)

W ⊃ �1 ̃
X

i  
X

i+1 ( meaning, e.g., �1 ̃
Q

i
 Q

i+1≤nQ,1
), �2 ̃

X

i  
X

i ,

Hu ̃
Q

nQ,1
 u

nQ,1+1 , Hd ̃
Q

nQ,1
 d

nQ,1+1 , Hd ̃
L

nL,1
 e

nL,1+1 ,

(3.6)

where the  X and  ̃X can also be MSSM fields according to the following replacement
rules:

Q1 ↔  ̃
Q

0 , U1 ↔  
u

n
u

11+1 , D1 ↔  
d

n
d

11+1 , L1 ↔  ̃
L

0 , E1 ↔  
e

n
e

11+1 . (3.7)

Those couplings are (generically) the only ones one can write at renormalizable order (see
appendix A) and they are precisely the ones needed to generate (3.1), via diagrams such as
the one of Figure 1.

Mixings to other generations can be similarly implemented via couplings between e.g.
Qi>1 and one of the (�1) 

Q (again, see Figure 1 for an example of a diagram which results).
However, in order to have mass matrices of rank 3 each, we need to supplement the FN
fields of Table 2 by their equivalent for the second and third families (see e.g. [3, 72]), in
which case the indices i in Table 2 range between 1 and n

u

22, n
d

22, n
e

22 for the second family,
and between 1 and n

u

33 = 0, n
d

33, n
e

33 for the third one. The charges XQ and XL in Table 2
should also be replaced by XQ − (x1 − x2)(n

u

11 − n
u

21) and XL − (x1 − x2)(n
e

11 − n
e

21) for the
second family, or by XQ − (x1 − x2)(n

u

11 − n
u

31) and XL − (x1 − x2)(n
e

11 − n
e

31) for the third
one.

– 8 –
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The model has a physical axion  

  

PQ symmetry is accidental, protected by the gauge symmetry 
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The low-energy  couplings to gauge fields are determined both 
by heavy and light fermions : 

Couplings 
to gauge fields 

Couplings  
to quarks 

Usual flavorful axion couplings correspond to  

contribution heavy fermions 
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-  Holographic axion  (see also talk E.Kiritsis) 

 
5d setup with                geometry,  
UV (Planck) and IR (PQ) branes  
 
-  Bulk gauge group 
-  SM fields, two Higgses           , one singlet   
-  Gauged PQ symmetry, broken explicitly UV brane 
-  Fields localized towards UV : elementary 
-  Fields localized towards IR: composites  
-  4d Yukawas, axion couplings : overlap integrals 

AdS5

G = GSM ⇥ U(1)PQ
Hu,d �
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Due to the non-trivial profile of the fermions and the axion, axion-
fermion couplings are flavor non-diagonal 

over the profiles and rotating to the fermion mass basis we obtain the 4D effective action

S4D � i

Z
d
4
x
@µa

0

2Fa

�
ūi�

µ
�
(cVu )ij � (cAu )ij�

5
�
uj

�
, (4.26)

where

1

(F V,A
u )ij

⌘
(cV,Au )ij

Fa

= XHu

Z
zIR

zUV

dz

(kz)4
bf0
aX

⇣
(Au

R)ik(f
0
UkR

)2(Au

R

†)kj ⌥ (Au

L)ik(f
0
QkL

)2(Au

L

†)kj
⌘
.

(4.27)
Repeating the above steps leads to analogous expressions for the down-type quarks and
charged leptons. Note that, following a similar argument to above, the flavour-diagonal
vector couplings (cV )ii are unphysical up to weak anomalies. Furthermore, the on-shell
axion couplings are proportional to (cV,A)ij(mi ⌥mj).

We see that with the Higgs located in the bulk both the vector, cV , and axial-vector, cA,
couplings are non-zero and are flavour off-diagonal. These couplings depend on the mixing
matrices, AL,R, and the 5D bulk mass parameters ci in (2.14), which are constrained by
a fit to the Standard Model fermion masses and CKM/PMNS matrices, as detailed in
appendix A. In the following two subsections, we discuss the behaviour of the couplings
(4.27) both for the massless axion and in the presence of explicit PQ breaking on the UV
boundary.

4.1.1 Massless axion

In the absence of explicit PQ breaking on the UV brane, the axion is massless (up to QCD
effects) and the profiles are given by eq. (2.10). In this case we have that bf0

aX
(z) = f

0
a (z).

The f
0
a (z) profile is approximately constant, up to corrections of order g25k�2

0/�
2, and it is

convenient to parametrize it as

f
0
a (z) =

1

Fa

�
1 + g

0
a(z)

�
, (4.28)

where g
0
a(z) contains the z-dependence, and we have identified the decay constant Fa =

fa(zUV )�1
' �0/(zIR

p
�� 1). Substituting this into eq. (4.27) and using the fact that

AL,R are unitary matrices leads to

(cAu )ij = XHu

✓
1

2
�ij +

Z
zIR

zUV

dz

(kz)4
g
0
a(z)

⇣
(Au

R)ik(f
0
UkR

)2(Au†
R
)kj + (Au

L)ik(f
0
QkL

)2(Au†
L
)kj

⌘◆
,

(cVu )ij = XHu

Z
zIR

zUV

dz

(kz)4
g
0
a(z)

⇣
(Au

R)ik(f
0
UkR

)2(Au†
R
)kj � (Au

L)ik(f
0
QkL

)2(Au†
L
)kj

⌘
. (4.29)

The first term in the expression for c
A
u gives the leading contribution to the diagonal cou-

plings which are therefore similar to the boundary Higgs case. The off-diagonal couplings,
on the other hand, involve overlap integrals of g0a(z) with the fermion profiles. These inte-
grals take a particularly simple form if the fermion profile satisfies cL < 1/2 or �cR < 1/2.

– 13 –

axion profile quark profiles 

matrices diagonalizing quark masses 
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Figure 4: Left: absolute values of the diagonal axion-quark couplings c
A
uu (blue), c

A
cc

(orange) and c
A
tt (green) in units of XHu

, and c
A

dd
(red), cAss (purple) and c

A

bb
(tan) in units of

XHd
as functions of cQ3 + cu3 . Right: absolute values of the diagonal axion-charged lepton

couplings cAee (blue), cAµµ (orange) and c
A
⌧⌧ (green) in units of XHd

as functions of cL3 + ce3 .
We fix kzIR = 1010, g25k = 1,� = 10 and �0 = 3, corresponding to Fa ' 109 GeV. The
curves and bands depict the mean and standard deviation of log10 F V obtained from a scan
over anarchic 5D Yukawa couplings. The dashed line shows (left) c

A
uc and (right) c

A
eµ for

reference.

Figure 5: Absolute values of the off-diagonal elements of the axion-quark coupling matrix
F

V
u (left, solid) and F

V

d
(left, dashed) as functions of cQ3 + cu3 , and F

V

l
(right) as a

function of cL3 + ce3 . We fix kzIR = 1010, g25k = 1,� = 10 and �0 = 3, corresponding to
Fa ' 109 GeV. The curves and bands depict the mean and standard deviation of log10 F V

obtained from a scan over anarchic 5D Yukawa couplings.
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Figure 4: Left: absolute values of the diagonal axion-quark couplings c
A
uu (blue), c

A
cc

(orange) and c
A
tt (green) in units of XHu

, and c
A

dd
(red), cAss (purple) and c

A

bb
(tan) in units of

XHd
as functions of cQ3 + cu3 . Right: absolute values of the diagonal axion-charged lepton

couplings cAee (blue), cAµµ (orange) and c
A
⌧⌧ (green) in units of XHd

as functions of cL3 + ce3 .
We fix kzIR = 1010, g25k = 1,� = 10 and �0 = 3, corresponding to Fa ' 109 GeV. The
curves and bands depict the mean and standard deviation of log10 F V obtained from a scan
over anarchic 5D Yukawa couplings. The dashed line shows (left) c

A
uc and (right) c

A
eµ for

reference.
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Figure 5: Absolute values of the off-diagonal elements of the axion-quark coupling matrix
F

V
u (left, solid) and F

V

d
(left, dashed) as functions of cQ3 + cu3 , and F

V

l
(right) as a

function of cL3 + ce3 . We fix kzIR = 1010, g25k = 1,� = 10 and �0 = 3, corresponding to
Fa ' 109 GeV. The curves and bands depict the mean and standard deviation of log10 F V

obtained from a scan over anarchic 5D Yukawa couplings.
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§  Gauged FN models with chiral heavy fermions  
    more natural: dynamical mass, cancelation anomalies, axion.   
    Low-energy axion couplings slightly modified compared to the  
    flavorful axion. Explicit examples, perturbativity in minimal  
    setup  favors large axion decay constants   

§  Composite axion arises naturally in holographic setups. Flavor-
dependent axion couplings to bulk fermions, if axion profile is 
not flat.  One needs one-two more orders of magnitude 
improvement in the data to test such models.  

 
 
 
  



THANK YOU 
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Figure 3: Tree diagrams generating the SM fermions masses when
xu = 1, xd = 2, xe = 3, nQ = 4 and nL = 0
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